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Chapter 1 : Summer Sessions
Sessions Three () Ministry of Sound Sessions Two is a dance music compilation album and the second installment of
the Australian Ministry of Sound "sessions" series which started back in

The party awoke with fresh minds and bodies, and busied themselves with activities until it was time for their
fundraising gala and ceremony. Lord Mayor Ioseph Sellemius hosted the event, where the party was given
front row seats for the presentation of rewards and settlement charters to themselves and two other groups,
who had been given similar charters to explore various other sections of the Stolen Lands: Once the
presentation of settlement charters was complete, the assembly broke for a feast, before it was time for the
more serious matters of statecraft were attended to. Having had extra time to prepare for this session yay
holiday breaks! Without further delay they poured over the list of present interest groups and their contacts
which was provided by the mayor, and began to talk to several of them. One thing that quickly caught the eye
of Elysia the Half-Elven Ranger was the name of Makos Surtova, a former member of the White Wolves
monster hunting guild a guild which Elysia herself had been a part of until its violent dissolution several years
prior when House Rogarvia disappeared off the face of the map. Having her interest piqued, Elysia sauntered
over to speak to Makos, who greeted her formally and pitched her offer for their burgeoning kingdom. After
listening politely, the Ranger exchanged contact details with Makos, suggesting that perhaps later they would
meet to talk. Gavriil the Human Arcanist was eager to talk to the representative from the church of Desna,
while Noruas the Human Gunslinger wished to speak to the church of Brigh to hear their offer. Between the
past experiences of Eneko and Elysia, neither of them were entirely hot on accepting any offer made by the
Surtovans. Drawing the Arcanist aside, he made several dark warnings and threats as to the kinds of relations
house Orlovsky would have with the new kingdom if Gavriil were to have a public seat in its leadership. As
the gala wound down, the party retired to their quarters to discuss their investment opportunities, knowing that
they had about two days to nail down who they wanted to ally with before their respective representatives left
the area. After much talk, they decided upon twelve of the available offers, which was able to net them
something in the area of BP to start with. The next day found them interviewing multiple candidates to fill in
the leadership roles in their kingdom not yet filled, taking some serious time to consider those that were being
proposed by some of their investors. When all was said and done, all of the roles but one were filled, which
Gavriil was hoping to ask Chief Sootscale to fill when they returned to the Stolen Lands. For the journey back,
it was planned to explore the hexes along the Shrike River, in order to open the waterway as a possible trade
route to Restov to help them fulfill an agreement with one of the noble houses. And so it is my pleasure to
present to you the leadership of the newest Neutral Good kingdom in Golarion, Tolemac: Eneko Aivragor the
Bard Councilor: Gavriil Ionescu the Arcanist High Priest: Elysia the Ranger Royal Enforcer: Noruas the
Gunslinger Treasurer:
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Ministry of Sound Sessions One is a dance music compilation album and the first installment of the Australian Ministry of
Sound "sessions" series which started back in There are a total of 41 tracks spread across two discs.

Parnassus and made me want to read his comments again. Feb 10, Q: Doctor Parnassus, why did Heath Ledger
die? My child, he died so his family could exploit his death for their own aggrandizement. And is Heath a bad
man? Seeking to avoid pain by using artificial aids is a sign of unremitting wickedness. Mr Ledger was feeling
anxious and blue, so his doctor gave him Valium and Xanax. The Xanax disrupted his sleep, so he was
prescribed Restoril. Then he got a cold after working long nights, so he took some antihistamine. Tom Cruise
agrees with me on this. So why did Cate Blanchett give a eulogy at his funeral? CAA made her step in after
one of their other clients dropped out. But why did Daniel-Day Lewis, one of our great actors, say admiring
things about Heath? Sentimental Anglo-Irish, you know. Heath was no good and everyone who paid tribute to
him was faking or selfish. Family and mother of his child, too? See my first answer. One of my interesting
cases. On this, he is a paragon of perfection, my sweet. He stayed silent as the grave no pun intended! Oh my
pumpkin, the homosexualistas love to devour their own. He is one of the most cheerful people I know! But I
mean, why knock him for being public with the girlfriend and private with the dead friend? These kvetchers
are confused people who think inconsistency is bad. PDA with Ms Reese but no display for Mr Heath is
actually a sign of solidarity with all those dedicated to living lives of integration and wholeness. I would say
that people who speak out are immature. Mr Daniel Lewis is six. But about the hatersâ€¦ Doctor Parnassus:
Irrational need for integrity. Integrity is the last refuge of the insincere. You know, the good end happily, and
the bad unhappily. That is what fiction means. Ok, how about this? Always forgive your enemies - nothing
annoys them so much. You mean forgive the Jake haters? No, I mean forgive the Heath lovers.
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Chapter 3 : How a web session is defined in Analytics - Analytics Help
An interesting set of two sessions- due to the holidays, two sessions were missed, but I managed to organize a make-up
session for everyone to keep things rolling. Our latest two sessions involved the heavy number crunching and decisions
needed to be made in order to set up the PC's kingdom.

Dental professionals and students Prerequisites: None Mid-Atlantic Prevent Abuse and Neglect Through
Dental Awareness is a continuing education course designed to educate dentists, dental hygienists, dental
assistants and others about the problems of child abuse and neglect, domestic violence, elder abuse and
neglect, and human trafficking. This course aims to teach dental and other health care professionals to
recognize the indicators of abuse and neglect and inform them of their legal and ethical responsibilities in
reporting and referring victims. Dental professionals are frequently the first health care professional to render
treatment to a maltreated individual, yet make few reports. The more education you receive, the more likely
you are to recognize and report. Early recognition with timely reporting and referrals to appropriate agencies
can help prevent more significant health consequences and even death in maltreated individuals. This course
session one and session two satisfies the 2 hour continuing education requirement on abuse and neglect as
mandated by COMAR: Discuss the background of abuse and neglect, events of historical significance, and the
effects of maltreatment of children. Define, identify facts, and discuss child abuse and neglect. Identify the
problem of abuse and neglect from a dental health perspective. Identify local and national agencies to contact
to appropriately report suspicious cases of maltreatment of children. Discuss risk factors, indicators, screening
questions, barriers to seeking help, and education needed regarding abuse and neglect of children. Discuss the
background of abuse and neglect, events of historical significance, and the effects of maltreatment of adults,
and the elderly. Define, identify facts, and discuss issues of domestic violence, vulnerable adults, elder abuse
and neglect, and human trafficking. Identify local and national agencies to contact to appropriately report
suspicious cases of maltreatment of vulnerable adults. Discuss risk factors, indicators, screening questions,
barriers to seeking help, and education needed regarding abuse of domestic partners, vulnerable adults, elders
and victims of human trafficking. Approval does not imply acceptance by a state or provincial board of
dentistry or AGD endorsement. Philips Sonicare About the author: As a result, a brief outage is expected to
occur sometime between the hours of Please consider this when planning your online training. We apologize
for any inconvenience this may cause and appreciate your understanding as we work to improve your online
learning experience. We will, however, continue to offer CEUs with the purchase of individual courses. If you
have an existing Online Education Account with a balance of CEUs remaining, you may continue to use the
account to obtain continuing education from the Philips Online Learning Center. If you have any questions
about this message, please contact the Philips Online Learning Center helpdesk at info
theonlinelearningcenter.
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NC State Summer Sessions, Maymester, Summer Courses, Summer at NC State. 3, 5 or 10 week options available for
Summer. Register for Summer Sessions at NC State.

Naperville Illinois When we started playing a few months ago, I started a log as a lark. The rest of the group
liked it and have been taking turns with the writing. I suggested posting it here. Everyone agreed, perhaps she
had a friend that was showing up. The group introduced each other and talked a bit about their motivations.
Violet was chasing some esoteric magic, â€¦ what else! Etan, the Inox Brute talked of revenge and the need to
right some wrongs in the Forest. Quantaro the Quatryl Tinkerer wanted to kill bandits and cultists, a bit
bloodthirsty for a Tinkerer, but he seemed adamant. The last member of the group was a Vermling Mindthief
who did not offer his name. You decided to watch and not disturb them. The experience was a good one, and
you left feeling you did the correct thing. Entering the cave, you spied several Bandits and the fighting broke
out in earnest. The mission was mostly unremarkable. The undead that appeared in the last room were a bit of
a surprise, but it helped verify that you were working against evil, not necessary of course, but a bonus.
Quantaro showed his hatred of the bandits, notching his belt after each kill. He showed a strong reluctance to
looting the bodies. It seemed his revulsion for the foes prohibited him from getting near the corpses. The
Mindthief had no such aversion and while helpful throughout the battle was a steady collector of loot.
Everyone else performed as expected and we opened the chest hoping to find what we were sent for. It was not
to be. We found a map to an interesting location, but also found the entrance to a deeper part of the catacombs.
After a short discussion, we decided to rest a bit and proceed before returning to the city. It would be good to
find this bandit leader complete our mission. No one in Gloomhaven rewards failure! Although the Vermling
Mindthief seemed interested in returning to Gloomhaven in order to spend the gold he had greedily looted,
Quantaro the Quatryl Tinkerer seemed intent on satiating his bloodlust with more bandit blood, while Violet
the Orchid Spellweaver was fearful of a possible road encounter should they return to town. Upon entering the
Barrow Lair, there was a palpable sense of evil, as if the entire place was cursed. The lair apparently relied
more on its supernatural defenses than conventional ones since The Five quickly mopped up the four
inexperienced Bandit Archers that were guarding the entrance, though they did pepper Etan the Inox Brute
with a volley of arrows. For a few brief minutes he looked more like a porcupine than a horned Inox! But The
Five were completely unprepared for what unholy abominations lay behind the door. The Bandit Commander
had access to some sort of unholy, necromantic rituals. He had already created a legion of shambling corpses
that were just waiting to be unleashed upon some do-gooder adventurers. And right before the eyes of The
Five, the Bandit Commander began animating a pair of animated skeletons! The Five quickly initiated combat
with the Bandit Commander and his minions. After the Bandit Commander sprinted to open a door to his first
group of lumbering corpses, Etan chased after him. While she could handle the assault of one animated
skeleton, she was wholly unprepared for a double-team. Violet was quickly exhausted. Having had enough,
she fled the scene, abandoning her comrades to the ever-increasing army of undead. The Bandit Commander
then unlocked a second door. Etan saw the telltale glimpse of a treasure chest nestled in the corner of the room
but his path was blocked by a pair of those bloated corpses. After quickly calculating the overwhelming odds,
the Mindthief yelled "We cannot win this battle! We should get as much battle experience as we can before
retreating and trying again another day! Etan launched a sequence of devastating attacks before he became
exhausted and ran off towards the exit. After the Bandit Commander opened yet another door to his unholy
monstrosities, Quantaro, still thirsting for bandit blood, unleashed a powerful attack that knocked the Bandit
Commander unconscious. Unfortunately, the undead army shambled on even without any apparent leadership.
Quantaro had had enough and fled. The Vermling Mindthief summoned a swarm of rats to attack a pair of
skeletons. He then strategically wedged himself into a corner position where he could fight the undead one at a
time while practicing his battle techniques. Having finally run out of tricks to pull, he decided to join the rest
of his companions in flight. Although the first incursion into the Barrow Lair had ended disastrously, The Five
had gained valuable experience and knowledge that would help them in their next attempt. Seeing how the
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Bandit Commander could control the undead provided new insights on how the Mindthief could hostilely take
over the mind and body of another. Fighting and parrying with the skeletons also helped him figure out a new
way to disarm and confuse his opponents. That evening, the members of The Five met up at the Sleeping Lion
tavern in order to prepare for their next foray. During their preparations, they were approached by a heavily
scarred Inox who wished to hire them to steal a valuable figurine from a nearby residence. After seeing how
our first attempt went, we need to secure every possible advantage for our next try," reasoned the Vermling
Mindthief. We are trying to be good citizens of Gloomhaven. We should not be stealing from our neighbors.
This is a reasonable request by a fellow Inox and so we should help her out. The Inox have no use for Quatryl
morality. The Five were able to slip in, steal the figurine, and sneak out without being seen by any guards or
otherwise being identified. The female Inox provided each party member with a hefty stack of gold as
payment for their services. Etan and the Mindthief were eager to spend their hard-won but ill-gotten gold.
Knowing that many of the undead in the Barrow were slow to move, they each bought a pair of boots that
would provide increased mobility. After hearing a sudden rustling in the nearby thicket, they were prepared
for the worst. With weapons drawn, they waited with anticipation to see what new horror they would
encounter. But despite their preparation, they were completely surprised by what burst forth! It was an
adorable puppy! The tiny orange ball of fur barked excitedly while wagging its tail. The Vermling Mindthief
and Etan were immediately smitten by the cuteness of the puppy. Quantaro carefully considered the
possibilities but ultimately came to the same conclusion. We should leave him and let him fend for himself.
He quickly scooped up the puppy into his arms. Although there were 4 new Bandit Archer guards, they
seemed just as inexperienced as their predecessors. Quantaro launched an area attack that wounded several of
them. Etan then rushed up and slew one of the Bandits in a devastating strike. Instead of waiting to catch their
breath, The Five burst into the main chamber, eager to enact their revenge upon the Bandit Commander. This
time, the Bandit Commander did not have any readily available bones to animate, since they had been
destroyed during the prior encounter. The Five coordinated their attacks on the Bandit Commander, who soon
became bloodied. He limped his way to the first door, opening it to reveal 3 shambling corpses. The animated
dead lumbered forward, with a supernatural glint of evil in their eyes. They seemed particularly drawn to
Growlithe, who was barking non-stop in fear. Although the Mindthief was normally content with letting his
companions dispatch their enemies, this time he was filled with uncharacteristic fury. He quickly demolished
any undead that so much as glanced at the frightened puppy. The Bandit Commander finally opened the
second door and upon that, The Five unleashed their strongest attacks, slaying him on the spot. Etan had been
experimenting with his new boots throughout the dungeon. He used them to adroitly sprint past a pair of
corpses in order to reach the treasure chest, and eagerly began filling his pockets with gold coins. With the
situation under control, The Five dispatched the rest of the undead. Several of the undead tried attacking
Quantaro but he deftly dodged and deflected each blow. By the time the last of the undead fell, Quantaro
remained untouched and undamaged â€” a flawless victory! She also mentioned another task that she needed
completed, involving a rampaging tribe of Inox in the Dagger Forest that were ransacking caravans. For quite
some time, Violet had been enviously eyeing the Eagle-Eye Goggles that Quantaro had been using to good
effect. Her arcane research also yielded some breakthroughs. She figured out a new way to generate the
essence of Fire and completed a new spell that would unleash an icy blast upon a group of enemies. This
would work particularly well with her new goggles. Etan was also eager to spend his gold. After asking the
Vermling Mindthief about where one might acquire some illicit contraband, Etan returned with a new dagger,
its blade glistening with a greenish liquid. Quantaro wisely decided to save his money. The Quatryl expertly
bargained the Valrath down to just 20 gold. I am called Rattata, named after a famous warrior among my
people. Although there were many fine citizens willing to offer Growlithe a new home, Rattata was distraught
about parting with Growlithe because they had formed a unique bond.
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Sessions canceled meetings and scheduled one for later in the day, where he would say goodbye to his staff. A White
House official said that Trump had been held at bay until after the elections in.

Sessions and New Users Overview A session is a group of user interactions with your website that take place
within a given time frame. For example a single session can contain multiple page views, events, social
interactions, and ecommerce transactions. Learn more about the different request types in Analytics. You can
think of a session as the container for the actions a user takes on your site. A single user can open multiple
sessions. Those sessions can occur on the same day, or over several days, weeks, or months. As soon as one
session ends, there is then an opportunity to start a new session. There are two methods by which a session
ends: After 30 minutes of inactivity At midnight Campaign change: If a user arrives via one campaign, leaves,
and then comes back via a different campaign. Time based expiration How long does a session last? Learn
more about adjusting session settings. When a user, say Bob, arrives on your site, Analytics starts counting
from that moment. If 30 minutes pass without any kind of interaction from Bob, the session ends. However,
every time Bob interacts with an element like an event, social interaction, or a new page , Analytics resets the
expiration time by adding on an additional 30 minutes from the time of that interaction. Example Assume Bob
interacts with your website at the following intervals: After event 2, the session expiry is set to As Bob
continues through your site, viewing pages and triggering events, each of these additional requests moves the
expiry ahead 30 minutes. What happens if during a session to my site, Bob leaves open a page while he takes a
minute lunch break, then returns to continue browsing the site? In this scenario, the first session that was
opened when Bob arrived on the site ends 30 minutes into his lunch break. When he returns from lunch and
continues browsing the website, then Analytics sets a new minute expiry, and a new session begins. Bob was
half way through a product purchase when he left your site and went for lunch. He later returned to complete
the transaction. The landing page of the new session is the add-to-cart page. What happens if Bob leaves open
a page on my site, but only takes a minute lunch break before he continues browsing? As far as Analytics is
concerned, he never left your website. The difference this time is that because he returned in under 30 minutes,
the old session remains open. End of day expiry Bob opens your website at The first session ends at End of
day is determined by your view timezone settings. Analytics stores campaign source information. Each time
the value of the campaign is updated, Analytics opens a new session. In the example above, Bob first arrives at
your website via the Google organic keyword Red Widgets, then later returns via the Google paid keyword
Blue Widgets. Each search term updates the campaign, so each keyword corresponds to a new session. What
causes updates to the campaign? Generally speaking, the campaign updates anytime the user arrives at your
site via a search engine, referring website, or campaign-tagged URL. Direct traffic, however, never updates or
replaces an existing campaign source such as a search engine, referring site, or campaign-tagged information.
Google Ads autotagging In the case of Google Ads autotagging , each click generates a unique campaign
value a gclid value. Because each click has its own gclid value, each click is treated as a separate campaign
and creates a new session. Referrals A new campaign is created every time a user clicks a link to your site
from a referring site. If Bob visits a. You can use referral exclusions to prevent referrals from specific sites
from creating new sessions. This makes it possible to have multiple ad clicks and only one session. If you
advertise on third-party ad networks and use manual campaign tags, you should be aware that each click from
a single user on those networks might not generate a corresponding session if additional clicks happen within
the minute time frame. This is a common cause of data discrepancies between Analytics and other product
reporting. Direct traffic Finally, a quick word about direct traffic in Analytics. Direct as a campaign source
never overrides an existing known campaign source like a search engine, referral, or campaign source would.
Direct traffic that interacts with your content within the minute session window has the same effect as leaving
your website for less than 30 minutes. The existing session opens and continues from where it left off. Note
that the Multi-Channel Funnel reports handle direct traffic differently than other Analytics reports. The reason
is that Sessions is not incremented in cases where a session only consists of non-interaction events. In contrast,
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New Users is always incremented when a new-user session occurs, even if the session only consists of
non-interaction events. Was this article helpful? How can we improve it?
Chapter 6 : Conference Program - Session 1 and 2 | National Railroad Contractors Association
When we started playing a few months ago, I started a log as a lark. The rest of the group liked it and have been taking
turns with the writing. I suggested posting it here.

Chapter 7 : UC San Diego Summer Session
DPR offers a total of nine weeks of summer programming, which is broken up into four two-week sessions, and one
one-week session. Session dates for Summer are.

Chapter 8 : EMDR Basic Training: Session One and Two | LifeSTAR Alberta
Conference Program - Session 1 and 2 Presentations from NRCA Weed Control Seminar Robert Kremer - Factors
Impacting the Residual Activity and Off-Target Movement of Soil-Applied Herbicides.

Chapter 9 : Session 1 And 2 - ProProfs Quiz
Session 2: In this session, Beth camps out on the first verse of James' letter - James An overview of the letter will be
important for future study, and Beth provides that important background in this session.
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